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CERT- In Advisory CIAD20160069- 

Safeguarding Smart phones against Cyber attacks, issued on 5th Dec, 2016 

Description- 

Smart phones that are available these days in the market are powerful enough to 

perform many of the operations of a PC. But, unlike conventional computer security, 

which has firewalls and antivirus measures regularly updated, smart phone security 

has failed to keep up with the pace and hence become a catalyst for launching cyber-

attacks on the go. Equipped with a multicore processor, coupled with significantly 

high memory & storage, these phones can easily be turned into a cyber-weapon to 

carry out attacks. These devices are vulnerable to various kinds of exploits, bots and 

remote access tools (RATs), which are often found in third–party app stores. These 

gadgets can be used to conduct small scale DoS and SQL based attacks from 

applications found in the app store. 

Mobile devices are highly vulnerable to malware and users rarely secure their device, 

making it a target rich environment. Malicious apps found in the app store and drive 

by download are just a few examples of infection methods. Using RATs, attackers 

can force a device to perform certain tasks such as recording audio and video, 

sending text messages, opening webpages, stealing user data, deleting/encrypting 

files, launching DoS attacks via HTTP floods, performing Web injections and various 

other attacks. 

Attack Vectors 

Denial of Service attacks- when an attacker creates either a large number of 

requests or specifically crafted requests or both at the same time to cause a client's 

device to stop responding. A DoS variant where attackers employ multiple machines 

(computers, servers, and mobile devices) to carry out a Denial of Service attack 

simultaneously, thus increasing its effectiveness is called as “Distributed Denial of 

Service” attacks. Nowadays a new wave of DoS attacks surfaces known as “DNS 

amplification attack”. This is a two-step sophisticated DoS attack: Firstly, the attacker 

spoof the IP address of the DNS resolver and replace it with the victim's IP address, 

so that all DNS replies will be sent to the victim's servers. Second, the attacker finds 

an Internet domain that is registered with many DNS records. During this attack, the 

attacker sends DNS queries that request the entire list of DNS records for that 

domain. The DNS server's replies are usually so big that they need to be split over 

several packets. 

Cryptocurrency mining- A malware involved in the mining for various digital 

currencies. The miner will run in the background once it detects that the affected 

device is connected to the Internet. By default, it launches the CPU miner to connect 

to a dynamic domain, which then redirects to anonymous mining pools. 

Mobile Phishing- It is much harder to recognize a phishing email when viewing it 

through a mobile app. It's equally difficult to spot a phishing page. This makes mobile 
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devices more susceptible to phishing attacks. The same is true for SMS text 

messages that purport to come from trusted and legitimate sources. 

Ransomware attacks- A ransomware locks all files by encrypting them. To regain 

access to them, one has to pay the “ransom" in the form of a digital currency or a 

prepaid card. Ransomware spreads through email attachments, MMS, infected apps 

and compromised websites 

Best practices for users- 

 Have a decent password and use encryption: Most of the smartphones enable 

its users to lock the device with a PIN or combination. It is advisable for users 

to enable encryption, remote wipe abilities and antivirus software on the 

phone. Encryption shields ones data stored on the phone or in the memory 

card. 

 Avoid clicking on weblinks from unknown sources: Stay away from suspicious 

websites when browsing because it may lead to malicious websites that can 

affect the smartphone severely. 

 Avoid jail breaking or rooting your phone: Think twice before jail breaking or 

root your phone to gain access to some applications or services. It makes 

your phone highly vulnerable to cyber-attacks as all the security of your phone 

strips away while jail breaking your phone. 

 Install new applications with caution: A little research about the app you wish 

to download is always a good idea before actually installing it on your phone. 

It's a good idea to read reviews of each app you plan to download and pay 

attention to the permissions it asks for. If the permissions sound unreasonable 

and beyond what the app should be asking for, then the app may be a Trojan 

horse carrying malicious code. 

 Update OS: Apply any security updates issued by their carrier or device 

manufacturer as they become available. Mostly users don't update their OS. 

Updating phone software requires ample memory and users are often running 

low on it. Every time a software update is delayed on a mobile phone, the 

attacker has an opportunity to exploit vulnerabilities in the OS. 

 Set Bluetooth to an "Invisible" mode: Leaving your device's Bluetooth visible 

to all alerts attackers to find your device and make an unwanted connection. 

So it is always better to select the "invisible" mode and remain invisible to 

unauthenticated devices. 

 Disable interfaces when not in use: Leaving interfaces like Bluetooth, WIFi, 

infrared etc "on", when they are not in use can make it easy for attackers to 

exploit vulnerabilities of the software used by these interfaces. 

 Avoid unknown WiFi networks: Avoid connecting phones to unsecured 

wireless networks that do not need passwords to access. Many attackers are 

known to have a penchant in creating phony WiFi hotspots. These wireless 

networks are specifically designed to carry out a "man-in-the-middle" attack to 

gain access to the smartphone. 

 Backup your data: There is nothing worse than losing all your contacts, 

pictures, and other sensitive data stored in your phone to a cyber-attack. So, 
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to lessen the damage caused by an attacker, it's wise to back up your phones 

content or synchronize the information regularly. Most of the devices available 

in the market have option for automatic backup in cloud. 

 Use social media networking applications carefully: Using social media apps 

may reveal users" personal information to other users, even to the unintended 

parties on the Internet with malicious intentions. Smartphone users specially 

need to be careful while using applications and services on social media that 

can track their locations. 

 

 Delete data before discarding the device: It's very important to delete all your 

data from your mobile phone before discarding it, to avoid having your 

personal information compromised. Users can check with their mobile phone 

developers for getting useful related information on Factory reset/wiping the 

device securely. 

 

CERT In Advisory CIAD20160071- 

Mobile and Cloud Data Security, issued on 7th Dec, 2016. 

Description 

The fast pace of modern life, accelerated business processes and decision making, 

have all created the need for fast and reliable access to data and information. Mobile 

devices, which have become ubiquitous, offer easy connections to the world of 

information. Now we have data moving across a multiplicity of devices, including 

tablets, smart phones and even wearable devices as people use their smart watches 

to notify them of company phone calls, SMSs and so forth.  

This means much more data flowing from devices to servers, servers to devices, 

sensors to devices and devices to devices. A good deal of that data will be business 

generated information and that needs to be kept confidential or have restricted 

access. Mobile devices generally connect over wireless networks rather than wired 

Ethernet, which presents additional security vulnerability and exposure. Mobile 

applications are highly connected to web services and this broadens the possible 

vectors for data exfiltration. And above all this, there's cloud. 

More and more companies, however, are moving their data as well as their 

applications to cloud services providers (CSP), in which case you may not know 

exactly what security measures are being implemented to protect that data and you 

most likely will have no idea what the physical location of the data is. From security 

point of view, it makes sense for the CSP to keep that information under wraps, but it 

also makes us feel as if we're no longer in control. Making the move to the cloud 

requires placing our data in the hands of the CSP, which means it involves trusting 

that the CSP will protect it. 

Protecting Mobile and Cloud Data- 
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In many ways, protecting data that has "gone mobile" or is stored in the cloud is the 

same as protecting data in an on premises data centre. 

 Authentication: The first step in protecting data is to verify the identity of the 

person who is attempting to access it. With sensitive mobile data, traditional 

username and password authentication isn't enough. Multifactor 

authentication provides stronger protection and today's mobile devices 

support many forms of authentication; Including fingerprint scanners, pattern 

recognition etc. 

 

 Authorization and access controls: Once identity has been established, the 

system must be able to determine which data files that user is allowed to open 

and what level of access he/she can have (read only, modify, delete, etc.). 

This is done by setting permissions, privileges and user rights. 

 

 Encryption: Encrypting the data adds another level of protection and is the 

best way to protect data. Mobile data needs to be protected while at rest on 

the device and while in transit across the Internet. Web based data traffic is 

usually encrypted using Transport Layer Security (TLS), which is the newer 

iteration of Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). Non web data can be encrypted 

using VPN protocols such as IPsec or SSH tunneling. Email can be encrypted 

using S/MIME or PGP. 

 

 Containerized applications: Containerization is a big trend these days and 

goes hand in hand with cloud computing. Containerized applications can 

create a private corporate workspace on a user's personally owned device so 

they get access to the corporate data and apps with enterprise grade security. 

 

 Virtual private networks: VPN protocols such as SSL or IPsec encrypt the 

transmission of data between the remote user and the corporate network, and 

most companies support VPN connections. 

 

 Mobile Device Management (MDM) and Mobile Application Management 

(MAM): An MDM system allows you to create and apply policy based security 

to all of the mobile devices that access your company network, manage 

certificates and keys, monitoring device health and security status, track 

usage and access, control access to data, and even lock or remote wiping a 

device if it's lost or stolen. MAM helps you keep mobile apps updated and 

configured correctly for best security, which makes the data they generate and 

store more secure. 

 

 User education: Ensure that mobile users are aware of your best security 

practices and understood how to apply them. One of the most important 

aspects of training is encouraging them to not jailbreak devices. Jail breaking 

lets users override devices application protections to download non approved, 
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non-supported apps, which can make devices more vulnerable to malware 

and attacks. 

 

 Educate yourself: When selecting a cloud services provider, be sure to read 

the user agreement regarding the storage of your data and ask questions of 

you have concerns or don't understand something. Ensure that your CSP 

encrypts stored data. 

 

 Data classification: Such classification allows you to evaluate whether some of 

your data may not be appropriate for cloud storage because of its sensitivity 

or because of regulatory requirements. 

 

 Back it up: Ensure that data can be restored after a device is damaged, wiped 

or lost, by taking advantage of data backup capabilities supported by each 

mobile OS. Best practices include passcode protecting access to backup files 

and cloud storage, encrypting those backups wherever possible and 

preventing business data from being backed up to personal storage areas. 

 

 

CERT In Advisory CIAD 20160070- 

Securing Mobile Banking, issued on 6th Dec, 2016. 

Description 

The increasing usage of Smartphones has enabled individuals to use various 

applications including mobile banking applications. More and more individuals have 

started using mobile applications for banking as compared to the traditional 

desktop/Web based banking applications. 

Mobile banking refers to the use of a Smartphone or other cellular device to perform 

online banking tasks while away from your home computer for various uses such as 

monitoring account balances, viewing mini statement, account statement, transferring 

funds between accounts, bill payment etc. 

 Threats to Mobile Banking- 

 

1. Mobile Banking Malwares: There have been incidents that involved 

sophisticated virus infecting bank’s mobile apps users to steal password 

details and even thwart two factor authentication, by presenting victims with a 

fake version of the login screen when they access their legitimate banking 

application. A key vector by which the mobile banking malware get into the 

mobile device is through malicious applications posing as legitimate 

applications that users download and then become infected. 

 

 For prevention against Malware attacks: 
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a) Download and use antimalware protection for the mobile phone or 

tablet device. 

b) Keep the Banking App software up to date: Using the latest version of 

software allows receiving important stability and security fixes timely. 

c) Use security software: Applications for detecting and removing threats, 

including firewalls, virus and malware detection and intrusion-detection 

systems, mobile security solutions should be installed and activated. 

d) Reputed applications should only be download onto the smart phone 

from the market after look at the developer's name, reviews and star 

ratings and check the permissions that the application requests and 

ensuring that the requests match the features provided by that 

application. 

 

2. Phishing/Smishing/Vishing Attack: An attacker attempts phishing on to a 

mobile phone through SMS (Short Message Service), text message, 

telephone call, fax, voicemail etc. with a purpose to convince the recipients to 

share their sensitive or personal information. 

 

For prevention against phishing attacks- 

 

a) Emails or text messages asking the user to confirm or provide 

personal information (Debit/Credit/ATM pin, CVV, expiry date, 

passwords, etc.) should be ignored. 

b) SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) and TLS (Transport Layer Security) 

should be adequately implemented in mobile banking apps thus 

helping to prevent phishing and man in the middle attacks. 

 

3. Jailbroken or Rooted Devices : This is practiced to gain unrestricted or 

administrative access to the device's entire file system, at the risk of exposing 

the device vulnerable to the malicious apps download by breaking its inherent 

security model and limitations, allowing mobile malware and rogue apps to 

infect the device and control critical functions such as SMS. Thus the mobile 

banking app security is exposed to extreme risk on a Jailbroken device. 

 

4. Outdated OSs and Nonsecure Network Connections: Risk factors such as 

outdated operating system versions, use of non-secure WiFi network in 

mobile devices allow cybercriminals to exploit an existing online banking 

session to steal funds and credentials. 

a) For prevention: Use Secure Network Connections: It's important to be 

connected only to the trusted networks. Avoid the use of public WiFi 

networks. More secure and trusted WiFi connections identified as 

"WPA or WPA2" requiring strong passwords should be used. 

 

 Best Practices for Users to remain safe- 

 

a) Enable Passwords On Devices: Strong passwords should be enabled 

on the user’s phones, tablets, and other mobile devices before mobile 
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banking apps can be used. Additional layers of security inherently 

provided by these devices should be used. 

b) Bank account number or IPIN should not be stored on the user’s 

mobile phone. 

c) The user should report the loss of mobile phone to the bank for them 

to disable the user's IPIN and his access to the bank's account through 

Mobile Banking app. 

d) When downloading the Bank’s Mobile app in the mobile device, the 

user should go to a trusted source such as the App Store on the 

iPhone® and iPod touch® or Android Market. User can alternately 

check the Bank’s website for the details of the ways to receive App 

download URL, whether in the response to his SMS or email to the 

bank and then install the application. The app from any other third 

party source should not be downloaded. 

 

 Workaround- 

 

a) Restricting management access to only trusted management networks 

and hosts where a legitimate management login would be permitted. 

b) Enable router logging and review it periodically. 

 

 

CERT-In Advisory CIAD20160084 

Secure payment through Rupay card; Original Issue Date: December 21, 2016 

 

 Description- 

 

The India Pay scheme renamed Rupay (i.e. rupee and payment), is an Indian 

domestic card scheme initiative by National Payments Corporation of India 

(NPCI). It is very similar to international cards such as Visa/Master. It is an 

alternative to the MasterCard and Visa card schemes to consolidate and 

integrate various payment systems in India. Rupay has certified 29 major 

banks in India to accept the Rupay card at their respective PoS terminals 

located at different merchant locations. 

 

NPCI has rolled out its chip card for high security transactions using EMV 

(Europay, MasterCard and Visa) chip technology, which is a global standard 

for debit and credit cards. Rupay chip cards have an embedded 

microprocessor circuit containing information about the card holder and 

because transactions are PIN based rather than signature based. 

 

Banks in India are authorized to issue Rupay debit cards to their customers 

for use at ATMs, PoS terminals, and ecommerce websites. In addition to the 
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ATMs and PoS terminals, Rupay cards are accepted online on ecommerce 

websites with the same PIN which they use for ATM transactions. 

 

 Threats to Rupay card- 

 

a. Phishing/Smishing/Vishing Attack: An attacker attempts phishing on to a 

ecommerce websites/mobile phone either through SMS (Short Message 

Service), text message, telephone call, fax, voicemail etc. or through phishing 

or malicious software with a purpose to convince the recipients to share their 

sensitive or personal information. 

b. Channel breaking attack (CBA): CBA involves intercepting the communication 

between the client side and the banking server, by masquerading as the 

server to the client and vice versa. 

c. MiTB attack: A content manipulation also called man-in-the browser (MiTB) 

attack, it takes place in the application layer between the user and the 

browser. The adversary is granted with privileges to read, write, change and 

delete browser's data whilst the user is unaware about it. 

d. Outdated OSs and Nonsecure Network Connections: Risk factors such as 

outdated operating system versions, use of non-secure WiFi network in 

mobile devices allow cybercriminals to exploit an existing online banking 

session to steal funds and credentials. 

e. Unauthorized usage of a credit card as a result of it being lost or stolen. 

f. Counterfeit: duplicating/cloning legitimate credit cards which are then used for 

fraudulent activities. 

 

 Best Practices for Users- 

 

1. Install antispyware security software against those programs that monitor 

record and extract the personal information you type in your PC (passwords, 

card numbers, ID numbers, etc.) 

2. Install personal firewalls to protect your PC against unauthorized access by 

hackers. 

3. Keep your operating system and internet browser up to date, checking for and 

downloading new versions/security enhancements from the vendor's web site. 

4. Do give the mailing address, residential or office address, where you are sure 

as to who will receive the Card/PIN. 

5. Inform the Bank immediately about change in your mailing address to ensure 

correct delivery of your Card/PIN. 

6. Before using Cards, please ensure that there are no strange objects in the 

insertion panel of the ATMs/PoS. 

7. Cover the PIN pad while entering PIN at ATMs/PoS. 
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8. Destroy the transaction receipts securely after reviewing. 

9. Change ATM PIN on a regular basis. 

10. Keep a close eye on bank statements, and dispute any unauthorized charges 

or withdrawals immediately. 

11. Shred anything that contains credit card number written on it. (bills etc). 

12. Notify credit/debit card issuers in advance for change of address. 

13. Do not accept card received directly from bank in case if it is damaged or seal 

is open. 

14. Do not write PIN number on credit/debit card or on a paper which you carry 

along with the card. 

15. Do not disclose Credit Card Number/ATM PIN to anyone. 

16. Do not hand over the card to anyone, even if he/she claims to represent the 

Bank. 

17. In case of any suspected transactions or loss of cards, contact the service 

provider / bank immediately. 

18. When you dispose your Card at the time of renewal/up gradation, please 

make sure that you cut it diagonally before disposal. 

19. Please keep your Card in a safe place. Treat it as carefully as you would treat 

your cash. 

20. Please make sure you conduct any ATM transaction in complete privacy. 

21. Please remember to take your Debit Card back after completing your ATM 

transaction. 

22. Please sign your Debit Card as soon as you get it. 

23. Please check your Card periodically to make sure it is not missing. 

24. Please do not provide any financial/personal/Debit Card related information to 

unknown websites or respond to emails seeking such information. 

25. Emails or text messages asking the user to confirm or provide personal 

information (Debit/Credit/ATM pin, CVV, expiry date, passwords, etc.) should 

be ignored. 

26. Ignore and delete immediately suspicious fraudulent (phishing, spoof, hoax) 

emails that appear to be from Bank, asking you to urgently click a link to a 

fraudulent (spoof) website that tries to mimic the Bank's site and to lure you 

into giving out your sensitive personal information (PIN, account or card 

numbers, personal identification information etc.) 

27. Use an online verification scheme (e.g. OTP etc.) for online purchases.  
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28. Contact your bank immediately, if you think someone knows your security 

access code or in case of theft of your code/ money or in case you have 

forgotten your credentials. 

 

 

 

CERT-In Advisory CIAD20160080 

USSD based mobile banking; Original Issue Date: December 16, 2016 

 Description 

National Unified USSD (Unstructured Supplementary Service Data) Platform is a 

mobile banking service provided by NPCI (National Payment Cooperation of India) 

which works on the USSD technology. Customers can avail this mobile banking from 

their mobile phone, irrespective of the telecom service provider, mobile handset 

capability or the need for a mobile internet plan. 

USSD (Unstructured Supplementary Service Data) is a session based transmission 

protocol used by GSM cellular telephones to communicate with the Telecom Service 

Providers (TSP). USSD messages however create a real-time connection which 

remains open, allowing a two-way exchange of data. 

USSD widely employed by the mobile network operators for providing variety of 

services such as recharge, booking and mobile payment and banking, which is 

currently available on 11 Multilingual language(i.e. Hindi, Tamil, Telugu etc). 

 How it works- 

1) The service can be availed by dialing *99# from any GSM mobile phone. As a 

prerequisite, the customer is required to register his/her mobile number with 

his bank for the mobile banking services. 

2) The customers already using mobile banking will be able to use this service 

without any additional registration by dialing *99# from their GSM mobile 

handset. 

3) The customers not registered for mobile banking service will have to contact 

their respective banks for mobile banking registration services. 
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 Financial Services- 

 

1) Fund Transfer using Mobile Number and MMID User can transfer fund using 

MMID and Mobile number of the Beneficiary. 

2) Fund Transfer using IFSC and Account Number User can transfer fund using 

IFS Code and Account number of the Beneficiary. 

3) Fund Transfer using Aadhaar Number User can transfer fund using Aadhaar 

number of the Beneficiary. 

 

 

 Non-financial Services- 

 

1) Balance Enquiry User can check available balance of the bank 

account linked to his/her mobile number. 

2) Mini Statement User can generate mini account statement for the bank 

account linked to his/her mobile number. 

3) Know MMID* (Mobile Money Identifier) User can know their MMID 

which was allotted to him/her by bank during mobile banking 

registration. 

4) Generate MPIN User can Generate or Set his/her MPIN. MPIN or 

Mobile PIN is like a password and used for authenticating financial 

transactions. 

5) Change MPIN User can change his/her MPIN. MPIN or Mobile PIN is 

like a password and used for authenticating financial transactions. 

6) Generate OTP User can generate One Time Password (OTP) which 

can be used for different transactions as a second factor of 

authentication. 

 

 Value Added Service- 

 

QSAM (Query Service on Aadhaar Mapper) this service helps user in knowing 

their Aadhaar Seeding status with their bank account. This service can be 

availed by dialing *99*21# to know whether his/her Aadhaar number is 

seeded/linked to any bank account number or not. 

 

 Security Measures- 

 

1) Keep strong passwords for your phone as well as for your mobile 

banking app. 

2) Do not share MPIN with anybody (not even with bank), and be 

suspicious of unknown callers claiming to be from your bank. 

3) Try to update/change your MPIN or passwords on a regular basis. 

4) Try to generate OTP for every transaction as it gives another factor of 

authentication. 

5) Use biometric authentication if possible. 
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6) In case if your phone is stolen or lost, Please inform your bank at the 

earliest to deactivate Mobile banking services. 

7) Update your mobile OS and applications as often as possible to be 

secured from vulnerabilities. 

8) It is advisable for users to enable encryption, remote wipe abilities and 

antivirus software on the phone. 

9) Keep your SIM card locked with a Pin to avoid misuse. In case of loss 

or theft of the mobile device, contact your subscriber to block the 

subscription of the SIM card. 

 

CERT-In Advisory CIAD20160072 

Online Payments through Unified Payment Interface; Original Issue Date: 

December 08, 2016 

 Description- 

Unified Payment Interface (UPI) is an initiative by National Payments Corporation of 

India (NPCI), set up with the support of the Reserve Bank of India with a vision of 

migrating towards a "lesscash" and more digital society. 

UPI is a system that enables peer to peer online payments for users holding different 

bank accounts, to send and receive money or to pay directly to merchants from their 

Smartphone without the need to enter bank account information or net banking User 

ID / Password. 

UPI has built on the Immediate Payment Service (IMPS) platform. 

1. Registration 

 

Steps for Registration: 

I. User downloads the Unified Payment Interface application from the 

App Store / Banks website. 

II. User creates his/ her profile by entering details like name, virtual id 

(payment address), password etc. 

III. User goes to "Add/Link/Manage Bank Account" option and links the 

bank and account number with the virtual id. 

 

Generating MPIN: 

 

I. User selects the bank account from which he/she wants to initiate the 

transaction. 

II. User clicks on the given options as required. 

 

2. Performing a Unified Payment Interface Transaction 
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PUSH sending money using virtual address 

I. User logs in to UPI application. 

II. After successful login, user selects the option of Send Money / 

Payment. 

III. User enters beneficiary's / Payee virtual id, amount and selects 

account to be debited. 

IV. User gets confirmation screen to review the payment details and 

clicks on Confirm. 

V. User now enters MPIN. 

VI. User gets successful or failure message. 

 

PULL Requesting money 

I. User logs in to his bank's UPI application. 

II. After successful login, user selects the option of collect money (request for 

payment). 

III. User enters remitters / payers virtual id, amount and account to be credited. 

IV. User gets confirmation screen to review the payment details and clicks on 

confirm. 

V. The payer will get the notification on his mobile for request money. 

VI. Payer now clicks on the notification and opens his banks UPI app where he 

reviews payment request. 

VII. Payer then decides to click on accept or decline. 

VIII. In case of accept payment, payer will enter MPIN to authorize the transaction. 

IX. Transaction complete, payer gets successful or decline transaction 

notification. 

X. Payee / requester get notification and SMS from bank for credit of his bank 

account. 

Advantages- 

I. With UPI, user's bank account can be used as a wallet with a simplified two 

factor authentication which eliminates the need to store funds in any other 

wallet. 

II. Use of Virtual ID makes it more secure since there is no need to share 

credentials. 

III. UPI transaction can be made via IMPS in real time, which makes it available 

24*7. 

IV. Users can link multiple bank accounts to a single Smartphone. Hence sending 

or receiving money across banks is easier. 

V. For merchants, it is Suitable for electronic Commerce and a mobile 

Commerce transaction as well as it resolves the Cash on Delivery collection 

problem. 

VI. Banks can create their own application interfaces as UPI provides flexibility 

and an open architecture. 
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Security Measures- 

1) Beware of Mobile phishing: always download legitimate UPI applications from 

bank's official website, and be cautious before you download it from App 

store. 

2) Keep strong passwords for your phone as well as for your UPI application. 

3) Do not share MPIN with anybody (not even with bank), and be suspicious of 

unknown callers claiming to be from your bank. 

4) Use biometric authentication if possible. 

5) Update your mobile OS and applications as often as possible to be secure 

from vulnerabilities. 

6) It is advisable for users to enable encryption, remote wipe abilities and 

antivirus software on the phone. 

7) Keep your SIM card locked with a Pin to avoid misuse, in case of loss or theft 

of the mobile device; you can contact your subscriber to block the subscription 

of the SIM card. 

8) Avoid connecting phones to unsecured wireless networks that do not need 

passwords to access. 

 

CERT-In Advisory CIAD20160087 

Securing SIM cards; Original Issue Date: December 27, 2016 

 

 Description 

Subscriber Identity Module or Subscriber Identification Module (SIM) is an integrated 

circuit that is designed to securely store the international mobile subscriber identity 

(IMSI) number and its related key, which are used to identify and authenticate 

subscribers during mobile communication. "SIM cards" are transferable between 

different mobile devices. A SIM card contains its unique serial number, international 

mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) number, security authentication and ciphering 

information, temporary information related to the local network, a list of the services 

the user has access to, and two passwords: a personal identification number (PIN) 

for ordinary use, and a personal unblocking code (PUK) for PIN unlocking. 

 Attacks on SIM cards and their countermeasures 

The primary threat to SIM card is the possibility of cloning. Cloning means reading 

the contents of a SIM card and writing them into the memory of another SIM card. 

The opportunity to clone SIM cards could be used for malicious activities. Having 

received short-term access to the victim's SIM card, an adversary could clone it and 

thus compromise the legitimate SIM card. If a cloned SIM card is active during the 

time when the legitimate subscriber is registered in the mobile network, the latter 

would get its connection cut off and still remain totally unaware of it. In that case, all 

inbound calls and messages will be directed to the adversary, and they, in turn, would 

be able to make calls, send messages and browse the Internet on the victim's behalf. 
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Cryptographic attacks on encryption keys are also possible which can compromise 

the security of SIM.  

The possible countermeasures for SIM based attacks are given below.  

i. Set up a pin for accessing your phone. This is the first line of defence against 

people trying to break into your phone to obtain information. However, this 

won't stop someone from taking a SIM out of a stolen phone. A pin for your 

SIM will usually consist of two pins for you to set up and enter correctly; There 

is also the PUK/PUC (PIN Unblocking Key/Code) that will disable a SIM if a 

pin is entered incorrectly (amount of incorrect tries varies). 

ii. Keep your PIN and PUK code in a safe place. If you get a missed call from 

another country code number or any absurd number such as number starting 

from #, never call back to such number. 

iii. Never hand over your SIM in physical form to unknown person. 

iv. Never give your personal information through SMS or any other form to any 

unknown person. 

v. If you get a call from telecom company, regarding your personal information, 

do not reveal your personal information. 

vi. Use backup SIM cards. In case if you lose your SIM card, you can have a 

backup with all of your information on it.Consider encrypting your web 

browsing, SMS, voice calls, and if possible your synced accounts. 

 

CERT-In Advisory CIAD20160088 

Aadhaar Enabled Payment System; Original Issue Date: December 28, 2016 

 Description 

Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AEPS) is a payment model which allows 

financial transactions at PoS (Micro ATMs) via banks using the Aadhaar 

authentication. This payment system empowers the marginalized and excluded 

segments to conduct financial transactions (Credit, Debit, Remittances, Balance 

Enquiry, etc) through micro ATMs deployed by Banks in their villages. To make 

transactions via AEPS, customers and merchants need to link their Aadhaar card 

with their bank accounts. 

 Types of banking transactions using AEPS are as follows: 

i. Balance Enquiry 

ii. Cash Withdrawal 

iii. Cash Deposit 

iv. Aadhaar to Aadhaar Funds Transfer 

 

 AEPS requires the following inputs from a customer for transactions: 

i. IIN (Identifying the Bank to which the customer is associated) 

ii. Aadhaar Number 

iii. Fingerprint 
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 How it Works –Customer Side 

Transaction via AEPS involves the following process: 

i. The customer provides his/her Aadhaar number and the fingerprint impression 

at the microATM device. 

ii. The customer provides the details of financial transaction to be done. 

iii. The digitally signed and encrypted data packets are transferred via Bank 

Switch to NPCI to UIDAI. 

iv. UIDAI processes the authentication request and communicates the outcome 

in form of Yes/No. 

v. If the authentication response is yes, bank carries out the required 

authorization process and advises micro ATMs on suitable next steps. 

 

 Best Practices- 

 

i. At enterprise level, there are processes to use multifactor and multimodal 

authentication to maintain security. 

ii. Liveness detection methods should be used to prevent spoofing attacks to 

avoid the use of fake fingerprints to impersonate a legitimate user and gain 

unauthorized access. 

iii. Physical devices used for transaction (micro ATMs) must be tamper resistant 

to avoid unauthorized use. 

iv. Bank accounts should be monitored and unauthorized transactions should be 

reported immediately. 

v. Do not get carried away by strangers who try to help using the microATM. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………... 


